Hereby it is agreed that through the Science Shop a research is conducted in accordance with the following documents:

- Procedure Science Shop (appendix 1)
- Research design: question, method and planning (appendix 2)
- If applicable: an expense summary (appendix 3)

The research design is based on an application submitted by: Xname of the organizationX located at Xstreet number, postal code placeX, and represented by Xname contact personX in his function as Xfunction personX, from now on referred to as <the client>.

The research will be carried out by: Xname studentX, from now on referred to as <the student researcher>. He/she is a student of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel and conducts the research in the context of the study programme: XXXX

The research comes under the department: Xname departmentX, and is under scientific supervision of: Xname supervisorX, from now on referred to as <the supervisor>.

For the Science Shop, linked to the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, XXX will act as a mediator.

The planned research period extends from: Xmonth and year in which the research beginsX; until Xmonth and year in which the research is finishedX.

The student researcher hereby gives his/her permission to apply all property rights that are determined by the copyright laws among which, but not restricted: the reproduction of the dissertation, revealing the results to the public and using them in a publication. The student receives no extra fee for this. The permission is not limited to the Belgian territory nor is it limited in time. It is however obligated to refer to the author of the results.

A possible extension of the research or the expansion of the assignment will be the subject of a by all parties approved and signed appendix to this statement of agreement and will come into effect on the date determined by the appendix in question.

The student researcher acknowledges and accepts that he/she cannot lay claim on the fee if the research has not been finished and/or no research report (dissertation) has been delivered to the client and/or the dissertation does not meet the standards laid down by the university jury.

By signing, the parties mentioned below agree with the above and also with the appendices that are an integral part of this statement of agreement

Agreed upon in Brussels on XdateX

For the student For the supervisor For the client For the Science Shop